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Susan Selig Wallwork is Research 
Associate, Bureau of Business and 
Economic Research, University of 
Montana. She is Director of the 
Montana Poll, and is in charge of 
all Bureau survey research.
Mary L. Lenihan is Editor, Bureau 
o f Business and Economic 
Research, University of Montana. 
She is Associate Director o f the 
Montana Poll.
The Montana Poll is cosponsored by the Great 
Falls Tribune and the Bureau o f Business and 
Economic Research, University o f Montana. The 
quarterly Poll, conducted by the Bureau and 
directed by Susan Selig Wallwork, is based on a 
minimum of 400 telephone interviews with Mon 
tanans aged eighteen and older. The interviews are 
conducted by Bureau interviewers from its offices 
on the University campus in Missoula. Telephone 
numbers are randomly generated by computer, 
using the Bureau's random digit sampling program, 
and the interviewers then use a second random 
sampling procedure to select the person in the 
household to be interviewed. This procedure 
eliminates interviewer choice in selecting the 
respondent and assures selection o f a represen 
tative sample.
Distribution o f the sample based on age, sex, 
residence, employment status, and income com 
pare favorably with available data on the state 
population and, thus, the Poll results are con 
sidered to be representative of Montana's actual 
adult population.
As with all sample surveys, the results o f the 
Montana Poll can vary from the opinions of all 
Montanans because o f chance variations in the 
sample. With a minimum statewide sample of 400, 
the overall results are subject to a margin o f error of 
five percentage points either way, 95 percent of the 
time, because o f chance variations. That is, if  one 
talked to all Montanans with phones during the 
survey period, there is only one chance in twenty 
that the findings would vary by more than five 
percentage points. Findings for smaller groups of 
respondents within the overall sample (subsamples 
based on age, sex, residence, income, etc.) are 
subject to a somewhat higher margin o f error, 
which would vary depending on the size of the 
respective subsamples.
O f course, Montana Poll results could also differ 
from other polls because o f differences in the exact 
wording o f questions, different interviewing 
methods, and differences in when the interviews 
were conducted.
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Montanans and Wilderness Issues
CHARLES E. KEEGAN, MARY L. LENIHAN, PAUL E. POLZIN, AND
SUSAN SELIG WALLWORK
Over three million acres o f land in Montana 
have been designated by the federal government 
as wilderness areas. Under Rare II proceedings, 
the Forest Service has recommended another 
600,000 acres for wilderness, and well over one 
million acres still are involved in the planning 
process. Over the years wilderness advocates and 
other interest groups have squared o ff over issues 
of wilderness designation and use, and the 
discussion is far from over.
What does wilderness mean to Montanans? 
How familiar are they with it? Are they aware of 
the activities which are permitted and those 
which are forbidden within wilderness borders 
and in adjacent areas? What activities do they 
believe should be permitted in wilderness areas? 
What proportion o f Montanans are actually 
wilderness users? These and other questions were 
the topic o f the latest Montana Poll.
Highlights of the Poll
•  Most Montanans oppose the use of natural 
resources (oil, natural gas, timber, minerals) 
located in wilderness areas. However, many say 
that there are circumstances under which these 
resources might be used.
•  Two-thirds of the Montanans questioned 
favor exploration for oil and gas and other natural 
resources located on public lands bordering 
wilderness areas.
•  About 40 percent of the Montanans surveyed 
said they favor the addition of more wilderness 
areas in the United States, but only 25 percent 
said that Montana needs more wilderness areas.
•  Montanans define wilderness as a primitive 
mountain or forest area set aside for wildlife and 
recreation.
9 A majority of those questioned had some 
understanding of activities currently permitted in 
wilderness areas.
•  About a fourth of Montanans surveyed said 
they had visited a designated wilderness area last 
year. But when asked to name the wilderness 
area, only 60 percent of these self-described 
wilderness visitors accurately named an actual 
wilderness area.
•  Montanans who visit wilderness areas are 
likely to be young (between eighteen and forty- 
four years of age), male, students or individuals 
with at least some college, and from western 
Montana.
•  Wilderness use does not seem to depend on 
income or political preference.
Paul E. Polzin is Research 
Associate, Bureau of Business and 
E conom ic  R esearch, and 
Professor o f Management, 
School of Business Administra 
tion, University o f Montana, Mis 
soula.
Charles E. Keegan is Research 
Associate, Bureau of Business and 
Economic Research, University of 
Montana, Missoula.
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Attitudes toward Activities and 
Resource Use in Wilderness Areas 
and Bordering Lands
^4ontanans have strong preferences about 
which activities should and should not be allowed 
in federally designated wilderness areas. They 
oppose the exploration and use of many of the 
natural resources located in wilderness areas. But 
they clearly differentiate between resources 
located within wilderness areas and those located 
on public lands adjacent to wilderness areas.
Resource uses and activities in wilderness 
areas
Results from the latest Montana Poll indicate that 
Montanans generally oppose allowing activities 
related to the development and use of 
commodity-type natural resources, use of 
motorized recreational vehicles, and developed 
recreational facilities in wilderness areas. 
Respondents were asked specifically about timber 
cutting, exploration for and production of oil and 
gas and minerals (metals and nonmetallic 
minerals), and cattle and sheep grazing.
With the exception of cattle and sheep grazing, 
most Montanans surveyed opposed permitting 
activities involving use of commodity-type 
resources. About 54 percent would permit cattle 
and sheep grazing in wilderness areas. As 
discussed in a later section, many Montanans do 
not know that oil and gas and mineral exploration 
and production are currently permitted under the 
Wilderness Act of 1964, but they are over 
whelmingly opposed to such activities. Only 
16 percent of those questioned would permit oil 
and gas and mineral production in wilderness 
areas (table 1).
There is a slightly greater willingness to allow 
exploration for these commodities; about 24 
percent of the respondents would permit explora 
tion. Timber cutting was favored by only about 22 
percent of the respondents.
There is also strong opposition to the use of 
motorized recreation vehicles in wilderness areas. 
Over 70 percent of the respondents felt that the 
recreational use of vehicles such as motorcycles, 
snowmobiles, motorboats, and the like, should not 
be permitted in designated wilderness areas. The 
development of roads and of resort-type recreation 
facilities in designated wilderness areas was also 
opposed by roughly seven out of ten respondents.
For the most part, of course, these activities are 1 
forbidden in the wilderness.
Recreation activities not associated with motor- j  
ized vehicles or developed facilities are generally j 
permitted in wilderness areas, and they drew I  
considerable support from Poll respondents. I  
Virtually all those asked felt that horseback riding, I 
backpacking and hiking, and fishing should be 
allowed in wilderness areas. Hunting is somewhat 
less acceptable, although nearly 70 percent of the 
people interviewed did feel it should be allowed.
Two of the activities discussed dealt with 
protection of the designated wilderness area and its 
users. Over 85 percent of the respondents felt the 
use of motorized equipment or vehicles should be 
permitted in order to fight fires or for rescue 
purposes. Somewhat fewer but still a majority (64 
percent) felt that the spraying of insects should be 
permitted. These activities, too, are generally 
forbidden although there are some discretionary 
provisions.
Resource use on lands bordering 
wilderness areas
While most Montanans feel that development 
and use of commodity-type natural resources 
should not occur in wilderness areas, apparently
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they feel quite differently about these activities 
on public lands adjacent to or bordering 
wilderness areas. The respondents were 
specifically asked about timber cutting, explora 
tion for and production of oil and gas and 
minerals, and cattle and sheep grazing.
The Montana Poll results suggest that the 
majority of Montanans (at least 60 percent in each 
case) feel that such natural resource uses or 
activities on public lands bordering wilderness 
areas should be treated generally the same as they 
would be treated on other public nonwilderness 
lands.
Timber cutting and cattle and sheep grazing, in 
particular, would be restricted by the fewest 
number (less than 25 percent). In no case, however, 
did more than one-third of the respondents favor 
treating any of these natural resource uses or 
activities as they would be treated in wilderness 
areas (table 2).
Circumstances under which wilderness 
resources might be used
The development and use of commodity-type 
natural resources in wilderness areas has been the 
subject of much controversy lately, especially with 
regard to oil and gas. While Montanans seem to 
have strong feelings against such resource develop 
ment and use in wilderness areas, the opposition is 
not unanimous. Some fears have also been 
expressed that such resources in wilderness areas 
might be "locked up" forever, regardless of 
external situations. To delve a bit further into this 
issue, the Montana Poll included several questions 
intended to identify specific situations under which
Table 2
What Montanans Told Us About. • • 
Selected Activities on Public Lands Adjacent to 
Wilderness Areas
Txt&Cmcnt on bondt* ta n d i ihouZd be 
Q tnvu itX jj the tame as in  ,
W ild e rn e s s  N on w ild e rne ss
A rea s A reas
C a tt le  and sheep g rax lng 21* 73 *
Timber c u t t in g 2b * 70 *
O il and gas e x p lo ra tio n 282 662
M in era ls  e x p lo ra tio n 28* 66*
O il and gas p roduction ! m 6b *
Mining (m in era ls  p ro d u ctio n ) 3 1 * 61*
Notes Percentage d e t a i l  M y  not add to  100 because m iscellaneous responses have 
been o m itted  from the ta b le .
the use of certain natural resources—specifically 
timber, oil and gas, and minerals—might be 
permitted, in the respondents' opinion. The 
respondents were asked, for each resource, if that 
resource should be left completely untouched, or if 
there were circumstances under which the respon 
dent felt some of the resource might be used.
The results indicate that while most Montanans 
tend to oppose development and use of such 
natural resources in wilderness areas, this opposi 
tion is not absolute—some of it is tempered by 
particular circumstances or situations in which the 
respondents feel such use might be warranted.
Among the three commodity-type resources— 
timber, oil and gas, and minerals—Montanans are 
much more likely to feel possible timber use might 
be warranted. Almost seven out of ten respondents 
indicated there were circumstances under which 
timber in designated wilderness areas could be 
used. Respondents were divided on the issue of 
using oil and gas in wilderness areas. When it comes 
to minerals, however, barely a third felt there were 
circumstances that might warrant the use of 
minerals found in wilderness areas (table 3).
The most common circumstances under which 
the respondents would allow the use of timber in 
designated areas was when timber was cut to 
promote a healthy forest or for forest protection; 
about 28 percent felt timber cutting and use would 
be justified for this. Prevention of fire, prevention 
or control of insect and disease infestation, and 
thinning to promote growth were mentioned most 
frequently. Another 8 percent of the respondents 
also mentioned thinning, without any specific 
reference to promoting growth or a healthy forest 
(table 4).
There appeared to be a feeling among a fair 
number of respondents that designated wilderness 
areas represent areas in which reserves of such
Table 3
What Montanans Told Us About. • • 
The Use of Selected Natural Resources in 
Wilderness Areas
Tim b e r 011 and Gas M in e ra ls
Leave c o m p le te ly  untouched 3*i* 5 0 * 6b *
Use sh o u ld  o r  m ig h t be p e rm itte d  
In  some s i tu a t io n s 66* b 8* 3 6 *
N o te : P e rc e n ta g e  d e t a i l  may n o t add to  100 because m is c e lla n e o u s  responses
have been o m it te d  fro m  th e  t a b le .
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natural resources are stored for needs which might 
develop in the future. This was especially true for 
oil and gas and for minerals but also to a degree for 
timber. When describing circumstances when 
timber in designated wilderness areas might be 
used, about 13 percent of the respondents de 
scribed a condition of future need. These responses 
ranged from suggestions that the timber should be 
saved for periods of future shortages to “ it should 
be used only if a severe national emergency arises/' 
About 1 percent suggested going to the wilderness 
area timber resources as the last resort.
Only about 4 percent stated something to the 
effect that the timber is there and it should be used.
Many of those envisioning possible uses, either 
present or future, prescribed some restrictions on 
the actual harvest operation. A relatively high 
number in this group (16 percent) suggested only 
removal and use of timber that is diseased, insect 
infested, burned, dead, or down. Somewhat lower 
percentages would allow harvesting but with 
constraints such as harvesting only mature trees, 
allowing selective harvesting only (no clearcutting 
permitted), or allowing harvesting only if the area is 
reforested.
A point worth mentioning is that some of the 
respondents were proposing situations of use that 
are not feasible or practical given the present
Table 4
What Montanans Told Us About • . .
The Use of Timber in Designated Wilderness 
Areas
Timber resources should be l e f t  com pletely untouched 3 (8
Timber use should or m ight be p erm itted  In  some s itu a tio n s  (68
Responses re fe r r in g  to  o r  suggesting fo re s t p ro te c tio n  o r  promotion 
o f  a hea lth y  fo re s t:
Forest p ro te c tio n  o r  promotion o f  hea lth y  fo re s t 285;
General re ferences to  th inn ing  (no In d ic a tio n  o f  purpose o f  or
reason fo r  th in n in g ) 88
Responses re fe r r in g  to  o r  suggesting m a in ta in ing  the tim b e r as a 
reserve f o r  va ry in g  degrees o f  fu tu re  need:
Use tim ber in  w ilderness areas o n ly  as e  la s t  re s o rt (no
o th e r sources a v a i la b le )  18
Use in  tim e o f  severe o r  c r i t i c a l  need o r  shortage (n a tio n a l
emergency, severe n a tio n a l shortage , e t c . )  $8
References to  use In  tim e  o f  "n e e d " but w ithou t any In d ic a tio n
o f  severe o r  c r i t i c a l  need 88
Responses In d ic a tin g  th a t the timber is th e re  ( to  be used) and should  
be used
Responses em phasiz ing s p e c ific  co n s tra in ts  on the ac tua l harves ting  
( in  a d d itio n  to any c i t in g  o f  present o r  fu tu re  uses c la s s if ie d  
e lsew here ):
A llow  removal and use o f  tim ber th a t Is  d iseased, dead, burned, 
downed, o r  the l ik e  (as opposed to  c u tt in g  standing timber
th a t Is  h ea lth y ) 1(8
A llow  s e le c tiv e  h arves ting  o n ly  (s e le c t cu t b a s is , o r  c le a r -
c u t t in g , e t c . )  (8
Harvest o n ly  mature tre e s  th a t would o therw ise go to  waste ( 8
Only I f  the area  is  re fo re s ted  ( re p la n te d , reseeded, a t e . )  38
Other m iscellaneous responses and those unable to  c i t e  s p e c ific  
s itu a tio n s  «
Note: Percentage d e ta i l  fo r  "use s i tu a tio n "  responses does not add to  to ta l  
because o f  m u lt ip le  responses.
character of wilderness areas. For example, they 
spoke about salvaging dead timber or using timber 
cut to prevent forest damage but discussed it in 
such a way as to imply activities applicable to forest 
lands that are generally accessible by roads. For the 
most part, roads are not permitted in wilderness 
areas.
As noted earlier, those we asked were strongly 
divided on the issue of possible use of oil and gas in 
wilderness areas—about half oppose any use of the 
oil and gas, while almost as many (48 percent) 
envision some possible use. Among the latter, most 
apparently view such resources as a reserve for 
needs which might develop in the future. About 6 
percent of the respondents view wilderness areas as 
a source of last resort for oil and gas, while about 20 
percent referred to conditions of critical shortage 
or need (including war or national defense). 
Another 15 percent referred to “ need" with no 
indication of severity (table 5).
A few mentioned future embargoes by foreign 
sources, severe reductions in foreign supplies, or 
prohibitive price levels for those supplies. About as 
many suggested exploration for inventory pur 
poses now and reserving for future need.
Possible use of minerals in wilderness areas 
received considerably less support—only about 34 
percent compared to almost two-thirds opposed.
Most of those feeling there were circumstances 
under which minerals in wilderness areas might be 
used also referred to future uses. Likewise, the 
situations that might warrant such use were much 
the same. About 4 percent would go to wilderness 
areas as a last resort, while about 12 percent cited 
critical shortages or needs, including war or 
national defense.
In both cases—oil and gas, and minerals—several 
respondents indicated production and extraction 
must be conducted on a strictly controlled basis 
and that development should be limited to large 
deposits and ones generating significant economic 
benefit. A few respondents indicated that it was 
okay “ if a guy wants to go in and pan a little gold," 
but no big equipment and large-scale operations.
Only about 5 percent expressed an uncon 
ditional “ If it's there, use it"  stance.
Montanans’ awareness of wilderness 
legislation
Shortly before the Montana Poll interviews took 
place. Interior Secretary James Watt announced a 
proposed moratorium on oil and gas exploration in 
wilderness areas until the year 2000. H o w  aware are 
Montanans of this plan, and do they favor it?
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The Montana Poll asked respondents whether 
they had heard anything about any Reagan 
Administration proposals to change the laws 
dealing with wilderness areas. One-third of the 
respondents said they had. However, when asked 
to identify the proposal less than a fourth were able 
to do so and only one in ten was able to do so 
accurately.
About a third of those who accurately identified 
the proposed moratorium favored the idea, while
about half were opposed to it.
Despite the relatively few who actually knew of 
Watt's proposal, Montanans claim to be interested 
in legislation concerning wilderness areas. More 
than six in ten Poll respondents said they were very 
or moderately interested in keeping informed on 
wilderness issues. Over a fourth said they were 
slightly interested, and fewer than one in ten 
professed no interest.
O il and Gas M in e ra ls
Such resources should  be l e f t  co m p le te ly  untouched 50% 64%
Resource use should o r  m igh t be p e rm itte d  in  some s itu a t io n s 48% 34%
Responses r e fe r r in g  to  o r  su g g e s tin g  m a in ta n in g  the  resources as a re se rve  
f o r  v a ry in g  degrees o f  fu tu re  need:
Use re source s  in  w ild e rn e s s  areas o n ly  as a la s t  re s o r t  (no o th e r  
sources a v a ila b le ) 6% 4%
Use in  tim e  o f  severe o r  c r i t i c a l  need o r  sh o rta g e , o th e r  than defense 
re la te d  (seve re  n a tio n a l emergency in  g e n e ra l, e t c . ) 14% 8%
Use in  tim e  o f  c r i t i c a l  need f o r  n a tio n a l de fense , w a r, e tc . 6% | |
References to  use in  tim e  o f  "n e e d " bu t w ith o u t any in d ic a t io n  o f  
severe o r  c r i t i c a l  need 15% 8%
Use i f  s u p p lie s  o f  o i l  and gas from  fo re ig n  sources a re  e lim in a te d , 
c u t o f f ,  s e v e re ly  reduced 4% NA
A llo w  e x p lo ra t io n  to  lo c a te  and in v e n to ry  resources bu t save resources 
f o r  fu tu re  need 3% 2%
Responses r e fe r r in g  to  use o f  the  o i l  and gas because o f  o p p o s it io n  to  (o r 
concern abou t) t h is  c o u n try 's  use o f  o r  dependence on fo re ig n  sources 3% NA
Responses in d ic a t in g  th a t  i f  th e  resources a re  th e re  the y  shou ld  be used, 
o r  th a t  the y  a re  th e re  and should  be used 5% 5%
Responses em phasizing s p e c if ic  c o n s tra in ts  on th e  e x t r a c t io n  o r  p ro d u c tio n  
( in  a d d it io n  to  any c i t i n g  o f  p re se n t o r fu tu re  uses c la s s i f ie d  e lse w h e re ):
Go a f t e r  d e p o s its  th a t  a re  la rg e  enough to  make th e  e f f o r t  w o rth w h ile , 
g e n e ra lly  fe a s ib le 2% 2%
I f  economic b e n e f its  a re  s u b s ta n tiv e  o r  i f  eco n o m ica lly  fe a s ib le  o r 
w o rth w h ile 2% 2*>
A llo w  on a ’ c o n tro l le d  re g u la te d  b a s is , w ith  re c la m a tio n  o r  no s ig n i f ic a n t  
d e s tru c t io n 9% 8%
Only s m a ll-s c a le  o p e ra t io n s , sm a ll companies 2%
Other m isce lla neou s  responses and those unable to  c i t e  s p e c if ic  s itu a t io n s 9% 7%
Notes: Percentage d e ta i l  does n o t add to  100 because m isce lla neou s  responses were o m it te d ; 
d e ta i l  f o r  "use  s i t u a t io n "  responses does n o t add to  t o ta l  because o f  m u lt ip le  responses.
percentage
NA denotes n o t a p p lic a b le ;  re la te s  to  o i l  and gas o n ly .
Less than 1 p e rc e n t.
fnm *
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Table 5
What Montanans Told Us About • . •
The Use of Oil and Gas and Minerals in Designated Wilderness Areas
Energy and Wilderness
While Montanans strongly oppose exploration for 
oil and gas reserves in wilderness areas, they are 
almost as strongly in favor of exploration on public 
lands bordering wilderness areas. Moreover, even 
with the price of gasoline currently dropping and 
reports of discord among OPEC countries, Mon 
tanans have not forgotten about the energy crisis. 
They believe the current energy situation in this 
country is serious and that the United States should 
be developing domestic sources of oil and natural 
gas.
When asked about the current energy situation 
in the United States, only 3 percent of the Montana 
Poll respondents did not express an opinion. This 
suggests that this problem is indeed on the minds of 
most Montanans.
Respondents who believed the current energy 
situation is critical outnumbered two to one (62 
percent versus 35 percent) those who believed the 
problem is not critical. They were not overly 
concerned, however. Only 19 percent said that the 
energy crisis is very critical.
Montanans also were asked about the rate at 
which sources of oil and gas in the United States 
were being developed. The results show Montana 
public opinion to be divided; about 43 percent said 
that these domestic sources are being developed 
too slowly, while 44 percent said that the United 
States is moving at about the right speed. Only 6 
percent responded that these domestic resources 
are being developed too quickly.
Montanans kkac tu be d  hcu> th e y  i t l X  
ab o u t A tM cJU n g  &o* o i t  a n d  gas  
x e s tx u ts  .  .  .
S tro n g ly  Somewhat Somewhat S tro n g ly  
Favored Favored Opposed Opposed
On p r iv a t e  lands 1*2% b i t 5 * 2*
On p u b lic  lands 39% * 5 * 10* 3 *
In  d es ig n ated  W ilderness  
Areas e t 17* 17* 55%
On p u b lic  lands b o rd ering  
d es ig n ated  W ilderness  
Areas 2« * 3 * 17* 12*
On N a tio n a l F o res t lands 18% 29 * 2 6 * 2 5 *
In  o f fs h o r e  ocean areas 3 » 37 * . 11 * 10*
Montanans who said that the United States is 
moving at about the right speed to develop 
domestic oil and gas sources were not necessarily 
satisfied. About 20 percent of these respondents 
said that we were proceeding as fast as we could, 
given the problems with extracting these resources. 
Slightly more than 14 percent expressed some 
doubt about whether the problems are real. 
Approximately 15 percent cited increased activity 
such as seismographic testing and drilling as 
indications that the problem is being worked on.
Among those who thought the United States is 
moving too slowly, almost 35 percent believed that 
this country should be self-sufficient and not 
depend on foreign sources. Some were cynics; 
about 27 percent suggested that there are plenty of 
oil and gas resources, but that some of them are not 
being developed because of economic and 
political pressures.
Because there were so few of them, only a vague 
profile can be developed of those who said oil and 
gas resources are being developed too quickly. The 
two most often cited reasons for their opinions 
were an expressed concern that land and other 
resources were needlessly being destroyed and 
that alternative sources of energy (solar, coal, etc.) 
should be developed first.
In order to develop domestic reserves, Mon 
tanans clearly favor oil and gas exploration—except 
in designated wilderness areas (table 6). A re 
sounding 72 percent opposed oil and gas 
exploration inside their boundaries. Even among 
those who think the energy situation is critical or 
that the United States is moving too slowly in 
developing domestic oil and gas reserves, more 
than 70 percent are against exploration inside 
wilderness areas.
Oil and gas exploration inside wilderness areas is 
apparently not a partisan issue. About the same 
proportions of Republicans, Democrats, and 
political independents oppose such exploration in 
wilderness areas.
However, Montanans definitely distinguish 
between public land inside and outside of 
designated wilderness areas. While only 25 percent 
approved of exploration inside wilderness areas, 
about 67 percent favored these same activities on 
adjacent public land just outside the border.
The Poll also found that:
—More than two-thirds of the respondents 
approved of exploring for oil and gas on private 
lands and on public lands in general.
—Montanans—who have no seashores—favo red  
oil and gas exploration in offshore ocean areas. 
Apparently the respondents do not consider the
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Table 6
What Montanans Told Us About. . .  
Oil and Gas Exploration
ocean areas as being similar to wilderness areas.
—There was less support for oil and gas explora 
tion in National Forests than on other public lands.
What Wilderness Means to 
Montanans
What does "wilderness”  mean to Montanans? The 
Poll asked Montanans, "When you hear the word 
'Wilderness'—what kind of things come to mind?”  
For the most part, they envision a primitive 
mountain or forest area set aside for w ildlife and 
outdoor recreation. Only a few said that the word 
"wilderness”  brought to mind political or en 
vironmental issues.
The Montana definition
Most Montanans have roughly the same concept of 
wilderness, regardless of age, sex, and place of 
residence.
The most frequent response, mentioned by 53 
percent o f those in te rv iew ed , was that 
"wilderness”  reminded them of mountains, forests, 
and the outdoors. In second place (38 percent) was 
the vision of an untouched, undeveloped, or 
primitive area. Other respondents mentioned 
wildlife or animals (36 percent) or a specific place 
(19 percent), sometimes a wilderness area and 
sometimes not.
Self-described wilderness users (persons who 
said they had visited a wilderness area in the last 
year) were a little more likely to associate the word 
"wilderness”  with a political or environmental 
issue, such as oil and gas exploration.
The amount of wilderness
Setting aside additional land for wilderness 
designation is a controversial topic, and M on 
tanans' feelings differ about the amount of 
wilderness in the United States and in Montana. 
Additional wilderness in Montana received much 
less support from Montana Poll respondents than 
did increases elsewhere in the country (table 7).
When asked about the amount of land 
nationwide in designated wilderness areas, M on 
tana Poll respondents were almost evenly split. 
About 43 percent said there is currently an 
adequate amount, while 39 percent favored adding 
more. Only 10 percent said there is too much 
designated wilderness in the United States overall.
Bringing the issue closer to home, when asked 
about Montana, the respondents were much less 
enthusiastic about adding more land to designated
wilderness areas. About 60 percent said there is an 
adequate amount, and only 25 percent favored 
adding more. About 10 percent said there is too 
much wilderness in Montana.
Regardless of age, sex, and political preference, 
those favoring more wilderness in Montana were 
outnumbered roughly two to one by those 
believing there is currently an adequate amount. 
There was no difference between those living in 
eastern Montana and those in western Montana, 
where most of the state's wilderness areas are 
located.
Those advocating increased wilderness 
sometimes appear to be a large and vocal group. 
Who are they? Those favoring increased wilderness 
(not necessarily those making the most noise) are, 
for the most part, a cross-section of Montanans. 
The only characteristic that stood out was a 
tendency to classify themselves as wilderness users 
(table 8). Even then, there were few glaring 
differences. About 35 percent of those who
Montanans we/ie tubed theiK feelings 
about the amount o f land that has 
been designated at witdenness 
ante . . .
. . .  in  the United States 1*3% said there I t  an adequate 
amount
lOt said there Is too much 
39t said they favored the 
addition o f more
. . .  in  Montana 60t said there Is an adequate 
amount
lo t  said there is  too much 
25t said they favored the 
addition o f more
nontenant went asked what they fe l t  about 
the amount of tend designated as 
wildetness axea in  Montana
. . .  o f those who said they 54t said there Is an adequate
wene uiitdeAness useas amount
8 t said there Is too much 
3<it said they favored the 
addition o f more
. . . o f  those who said they 61t  said there Is an adequate
we/t'e uiitdeAness nonusees amount
lOt said there Is too much 
22t said they favored the 
addition o f more
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Table 7
What Montanans Told Us About. • .
The Amount of Land in Designated Wilderness 
Areas
Table 8
What Montanans Told Us About. . .
The Amount of Land in Designated Wilderness 
Areas in Montana
described themselves as users favored more 
wilderness in Montana, while approximately 22 
percent of the nonusers felt the same way. At the 
same time, though, about 54 percent of the self- 
described users felt there was currently an ade 
quate amount of wilderness, which is comparable 
to the 61 percent of the^nonusers who felt the same 
way.
The wilderness concept
Montanans overwhelmingly approve of setting 
aside certain federal and state lands as designated 
wilderness areas. They like the idea of preserving an 
area from development so that it will be available to 
future generations.
Almost 85 percent of the Montana Poll 
respondents said they favored designation of 
wilderness areas in general. About 52 percent said 
they were strongly in favor, while the remaining 33 
percent were less adamant and replied they were 
somewhat in favor. Only 11 percent were opposed 
to wilderness areas.
There is widespread support for wilderness areas 
among all kinds of Montanans. Regardless of age, 
sex, political preference, or place of residence, 
more than 75 percent of the respondents said they 
favored wilderness areas. Even among nonusers, a 
whopping 84 percent supported designated 
wilderness areas.
Those who favored the designation of wilderness 
areas usually mentioned wilderness preservation as 
their primary reason. Most cited the need to 
preserve areas for wildlife habitat, for outdoor 
recreation, and for future generations so they can 
see the land as it was. Many (23 percent) said if areas 
were not specifically set aside, they would be used 
up or industrialized. A sizable minority (10 percent) 
favored keeping current wilderness areas, but 
questioned the need to add more. Some said that if 
wilderness resources were needed in the future 
(for housing, jobs, etc.), they should be used.
Why do some people oppose wilderness areas? 
Since only 11 percent of the Montana Poll 
respondents said they were opposed, a com 
prehensive profile cannot be constructed. The 
reason for opposition cited most often was the 
need to use the land for other purposes, such as 
ranching, housing, and jobs. A general opposition 
to government and government control of lands 
was the second most cited reason. Some who did 
not favor wilderness areas said their reason was that 
these areas are often inaccessible for general use.
Montanans’ Knowledge of 
Wilderness
Most Montanans are fairly well informed about the 
general character of designated wilderness areas. 
And it is not just those who visit wilderness areas 
who are well informed.
The Poll asked respondents a series of questions 
regarding the general purpose, size, and location of 
wilderness areas and the activities permitted in 
them (table 9). Nine of ten respondents were aware 
that recreation activities in wilderness areas are 
limited to nonmotorized equipment. And nearly as 
many recognize that wilderness areas were es 
tablished primarily to preserve areas in a natural 
condition.
Most Montanans (from two-thirds to three- 
fourths) indicated they are aware that most 
wilderness areas are in the western United States 
and are managed by the federal government. A 
similar number knew that wilderness areas are not 
used to provide timber for lumber and paper.
Fewer, but still a majority, were aware that 
motorized travel is generally not allowed in 
wilderness areas. And more than half indicated that 
developed lodging facilities are not available there.
Montana Poll respondents did fall short when 
asked about one aspect of wilderness areas. Less 
than half were aware that most wilderness areas are 
larger than 5,000 acres.
Responses to these questions (eight in all) were 
used to develop a “ wilderness information index”  
for each respondent. Three levels of wilderness 
information or awareness were possible: a low
. . . most wildexness an.au, axe. in  the. blest 15%
. . . most Mitd.en.neA6 axeas axe oven. 5,000 
acxes 451
. . . wildexness axeas wexe es tab lished  
m ainly to  pxesexve axeas in  a 
natuxat c o n d itio n I4 t
. . . toitdexness axeas axe managed pximaxAZy 
by th e  fedcxa l government 61%
. . . motoxized tx a v e t,  fox the  most pant, 
i s  no t allow ed in  hiitdexness axeas 64%
• . . developed lodg ing f a c i l i t ie s  axe not 
a v a ila b le  i n  wildexness axeas 56%
• . . wildexness axeas axe no t used to  pxovide 
timbex fox lumbex and papex 66%
• . . xecxeation a c t iv i t ie s  in  wildexness axeas 
axe U n ite d  to  nonmotoxized equipment 91%
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information level (two or fewer questions 
answered correctly), a medium information level 
(three to five questions answered correctly), and a 
high information level (six or more questions 
answered correctly).
Barely one in ten respondents (only 7 percent) 
were in the low category. About 41 percent were at 
the medium level, while 52 percent demonstrated a 
high level of information. In fact, many in the 
medium group were actually at the upper end of 
the scale, correctly answering five of the “ informa 
tion index”  questions. Altogether, nearly seven in 
ten Montanans polled answered five or more 
questions correctly.
An exam ination o f the dem ographic 
characteristics of the Poll respondents—age, sex, 
residence, employment status, and so on—suggests 
that men are more likely to fall into the high 
wilderness information or awareness category. 
And, not surprisingly, those residing west of the 
Continental Divide, where most of the state's 
wilderness areas are located, are more likely to be 
informed about wilderness than are those living 
east of the Divide.
One surprise is that, of the Montanans surveyed. 
Republicans were more likely than Democrats to 
have a high wilderness information awareness. 
Some people assume that it is the Democrats who 
have been the champions of wilderness issues, 
implying that Democrats are also more 
knowledgeable about wilderness in general. Ap 
parently this implication is not so.
The Montana Poll also showed that wilderness 
use or nonuse does not necessarily determine a 
person's level of wilderness information or 
awareness. While self-described wilderness users 
(respondents who said they had visited a wilderness 
area in the past year) were more likely to fall in the 
high category, a sizable number (35 percent) did 
not. And fully half of the nonusers fell in the high 
category.
What activities are currently allowed?
Montana Poll respondents were also asked 
whether various specific activities are or are not 
currently allowed by law in designated wilderness 
areas. The results show that most Montanans 
apparently know which recreation activities are 
allowed, but they are less aware that exploration for 
and extraction of certain natural resources is also 
allowed at the present time (table 10).
For example, oil and gas exploration, such as that 
proposed in Montana's Bob Marshall Wilderness 
Area, is permitted under the Wilderness Act until
December 31, 1983, providing those undertaking 
such an activity obtain the necessary permits and 
conform to federal guidelines. However, six in ten 
adult Montanans questioned said that such ex 
ploration is not currently allowed by law. An even 
larger majority (nearly eight in ten respondents) 
believe that oil and gas production is not currently 
allowed.
Montanans are also unsure about mineral 
exploration and production (metals and non- 
metals). Exploration and mining of minerals is also 
permitted in designated wilderness areas until the 
end of 1983 (after that date, mining may continue 
only on prior claims). Yet the majority of those 
asked believed these activities are not currently 
allowed. On the other hand, slightly more than half 
knew that some sections of wilderness areas 
continue to be used for cattle and sheep grazing.
Despite the lack of awareness regarding these 
resource development and use activities, Mon 
tanans are very aware of the recreation activities 
allowed in designated wilderness areas. Perhaps 
this is in keeping with Poll results discussed earlier. 
Many Montanans envision a wilderness area as a 
primitive mountain or forest area set aside for 
wildlife and outdoor recreation, and recreation 
activities are certainly more consistent with this 
image than are resource exploration and develop 
ment.
Table 10
What Montanans Told Us About. . .  
Activities That Are or Are Not Permitted in 
Wilderness Areas
Is  C urrantly ;
Is  C u rre n tly  Not
Allowed Allowed
A c t iv i t i e s  d ir e c t ly  In v o lv in g  development or 
use o f  coom odlty-type resources In  w ilderness  
area s :
C a t t le  o r  sheep grazing 53* 39*
O il and gas e x p lo ra tio n 30*
32 * 57*
Timber c u t t in g 21* 71 *
O il  and gas production 12* 78 *
M ining (m inera ls  production) Id * 72*
R ecrea tion  a c t iv i t ie s  In v o lv in g  m otorized ve h ic les  
and o th e r a c t iv i t ie s  associated  w ith  development;
R e s o rt - ty p e  re c re a tio n  f a c i l i t i e s 28* 63*
Roads and road b u ild in g 22*
General o r  re c re a tio n a l use o f  m otorized  
ve h ic les  (such as m otorcycles, snow m obiles , 
motor b o ats , a i r c r a f t ,  e t c . ) 25* 68*
R ecreation  a c t iv i t ie s  not re q u ir in g  m otorized  
v e h ic le s  o r  developed f a c i l i t i e s :
Backpacking and h ik in g 98* 1*
95*
F ish ing 96* 3 *
Hunting 72* 23 *
A c t iv i t i e s  re la te d  to  p ro te c tio n  o f  area and users: 
Spraying fo r  insec ts 68 * 36*
Use o f  m otorized equipment o r  v e h ic le s  fo r  
rescue o r  f i r e  co n tro l 78* 16*
Note; Percentage d e ta i l  may not add to 100 because m iscellaneous responses have 
been o m itted  from the ta b le .
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Virtually all Montanans asked said that horseback 
riding, backpacking and hiking, and fishing are 
currently allowed in wilderness areas. Fewer, but 
still a considerable majority (70 percent) were 
aware that hunting is also allowed.
A majority of Montanans apparently also know 
that, for the most part, motorized vehicles are not 
currently allowed in wilderness areas. Seven in ten 
respondents said that roads and road building are 
not allowed. Nearly that many indicated that the 
general or recreational use of motorized vehicles 
(such as motorcycles, snowmobiles, motorboats, 
etc.) is not currently allowed. And six in ten were 
aware that resort-type recreation facilities are not 
allowed.
As a rule, insect spraying and use of motorized 
equipment for rescue or fire control are not 
allowed (they may be permitted under the dis 
cretionary powers of the Secretary of Agriculture). 
Based on the Poll results, Montanans believe that 
use of motorized equipment for rescue or fire 
control is permitted (roughly eight out of ten 
respondents said it is). They are much less sure 
about insect spraying—48 percent of the 
respondents said it is allowed, while 36 percent 
believe it is not, and the remaining 16 percent were 
uncertain.
Montanans as Wilderness Users
Based on the Poll results, a sizable majority of 
Montanans consider themselves to be wilderness 
users or visitors. However, not all of these 
"visitors,”  were actual wilderness area visitors or 
users.
About 70 percent of the respondents said they 
had visited a designated wilderness area at least 
once, most (53 percent) within the last five years. 
About 27 percent of the respondents claimed to 
have visited such an area within the last year (table 
11).
Those who reported visiting a designated 
wilderness area in the last year were asked to name 
the area they last visited. About 60 percent of these 
more recent visitors (or 16 percent of all 
respondents) accurately named a designated 
wilderness area and, thus, were "actual users.”  The 
rest named other Montana locations which are not 
wilderness areas.
Virtually all of those actual users (who had 
actually visited a designated wilderness area) 
named a Montana wilderness area as the one last 
visited. The Bob Marshall Wilderness Area was by 
far the most frequently named of these Montana 
wilderness areas. Almost half of those who actually
Table 11
What Montanans Told Us About. . .  
Their Visits to Wilderness Areas
V is i t e d  a  w ild e rn e s s  a re a  w it h in  th e  la s t  y e a r  27%
. . .  a re a  v i s i t e d  a c c u r a te ly  Id e n t i f i e d  a s  a  d e s ig n a te d
w ild e rn e s s  a re a  16%
. . . a re a  v i s i t e d  id e n t i f i e d  as a n o n w ild e rn e s s  a r e a  11%
V is i t e d  a  w ild e rn e s s  a re a  w it h in  th e  la s t  two to  f i v e  y e a rs  26%
V is i t e d  a  w ild e rn e s s  a r e a  o v e r  f i v e  y e a rs  ago  17%
N ever v i s i t e d  a  w ild e rn e s s  a r e a  30%
visited a wilderness area last year reported visiting 
the Bob Marshall, and about 15 percent said they 
had visited the Absaroka-Beartooth Wilderness 
Area. The rest named a variety of other Montana 
wilderness areas, with a very few mentioning an 
area in another state.
Many actual wilderness users reported making 
more than one trip to a wilderness area; seven in 
ten reported making more than one trip within the 
last year, and one of ten reported more than ten 
visits. The median number of visits, though, was 
two.
An examination of the Poll respondents' 
demographic characteristics—age, sex, residence, 
employment status, and so on—reveals a profile of 
the Montanans most likely to be wilderness users.
Those who actually visited a wilderness area 
within the last year were more likely to be young 
(between the ages of eighteen and forty-four), 
male, students or individuals with at least some 
college, and from western Montana (where most of 
the state's wilderness areas are located). However, 
wilderness use does not seem to depend on income 
or political preference; Republicans, Democrats 
and political independents were represented in 
similar proportions among the user group, as were 
those from the various income levels.
All Poll respondents were asked if they favored 
charging wilderness area users a small entry fee or 
user fee in order to preserve the areas for 
recreational use. Seven in ten Montanans asked 
said they were strongly or somewhat in favor of 
such a fee. The rest (nearly 30 percent) said they 
opposed the idea, with a large number of those 
registering strong opposition.
Even wilderness users were favorable toward a 
wilderness user fee, including those who had 
actually visited a wilderness area last year. 
However, those who had never visited a wilderness 
area were more likely to favor the idea—nearly 
eight of ten said they were in favor of a wilderness 
user fee. □
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Seven out of ten Montanans took at least one trip 
from April 1981 through September 1981. This 
compares to the five out of ten who traveled last 
winter (table 1).
But even though fewer Montanans take winter 
pleasure trips, they are attracted to the same types 
of places they visit during the summer. Regardless 
of season, it appears that Montanans most fre 
quently want to spend their vacations with friends 
and relatives. Next most popular are trips to places 
with good outdoor recreational opportunities.
Those Montanans who didn't travel at all gave 
two main reasons: no money and no time. Almost a 
third of those people who didn't take a trip during 
the winter said it was due to low finances. A 
somewhat higher proportion of those who did not 
travel last summer said the same thing.
About 25 percent of the people not taking a 
winter trip said they couldn't fit travel into their 
schedule. Not being able to take time off from work 
was a frequently given reason. A much larger 
proportion during the summer (41 percent) simply 
said they didn't have the time.
Other findings from the recent Montana Poll 
showed that of the Montanans traveling this past 
winter:
—Most drove to their destination.
—Over half stayed in a private home; 42 percent 
stayed in a hotel or motel.
—Over half spent less than $250 on their trip.
□
Nicole Flemming is Assistant Editor, Bureau of Business and
Economic Research, School o f Business Administration,
University of Montana, Missoula.
Summer Wi n te r
( A p r i l  19 8 1  through 
September T9 8 1)
(September 19 8 1 
through March 1982)
Montanans who took a p leasu re  t r i p 7 U s n
Montanans who chose a d e s t in a t io n
because f r ie n d s  and r e la t i v e s  
1ive  th e re k5% 60%
Primary purpose o f  t r i p  is  v i s i t i n g  
f r ie n d s  and r e la t i v e s 31% k j%
Montanans who d i d n ' t  t r a v e l  due to  
lack  o f  money 37% 32%
Montanans who d i d n ' t  t r a v e l  due to  




C o ld  winter months keep plenty of Montanans 
longing for a trip to sunny Hawaii or Arizona. Even 
snow lovers look forward to getting away, to a 
popular ski resort, of course. But when it comes 
down to making actual travel plans, most Mon 
tanans have neither the time nor the money to take 
deluxe winter vacations, according to recent 
Montana Poll results.
The Montana Poll interviewed Montanans on 
their winter travel activity and found that almost as 
many Montanans stayed at home as took a trip 
between September 1981 and March 1982 (49 
percent versus 51 percent). Those who did travel 
were most often drawn to areas where friends and 
relatives live, usually in Montana or a nearby state. 
The winter holidays may have prompted some of 
these trips.
Smaller numbers of people went to specific areas 
because of good hunting or recreational oppor 
tunities. And only 3 percent reported trips to sunny 
Arizona. (Those people who spent all winter in 
warm places, of course, were not at home to 
participate in the Poll.)
Past Poll results show that Montanans, not 
unexpectedly, travel more during the summer.
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Table 1 
Montanans’ Travel Activity 
Summer Travel Compared to Winter Travel
Small Business and Small Computers
The Getting of Wisdom
I t  is no secret that the microelectronics revolution 
is rapidly transforming the business landscape in 
this country. Typewriters that can correct spelling 
errors and devices that can utter and respond to the 
spoken word are no longer the stuff of science 
fiction. Miniaturization of complex circuitry, and 
the economies that have resulted, now permit a 
desktop computer, complete with essential com 
ponents, to be purchased for as little as $2,000. And, 
if we.are to believe the rush of current advertising, 
no business is too small to own and benefit from 
one of these amazing little machines.
The good news: machines that replicate 
ingenuity
Amazing little machines they are. A desktop 
computer of today possesses roughly the same data 
processing power as a computer which twenty-five 
years ago occupied a whole room, consumed as 
much electrical power as a small factory, and cost 
hundreds of thousands of dollars. These devices are 
versatile. They are equally at home sending out 
statements, composing and printing reports, main 
taining accounting records, tracking inventory, 
analyzing cash flow, delivering sales presentations, 
clarifying decision alternatives, and, since
DAVID E. CUMMINS
David E. Cummins is Associate 
Professor of Management, School of 
Business Administration, University of 
Montana, Missoula.
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they never tire, monitoring security at night. 
Furthermore, computers can do much more than 
passively track inventory or cash flow. They can and 
should play a role in influencing and optimizing 
such processes.
The capabilities of these machines are not 
limitless, of course. They are prone to being 
maddeningly literal, more than a little obstinate, 
and hopelessly naive when it comes to dealing with 
ambiguity. More than a few people in business who 
have purchased or leased computers would 
recommend one only to their fiercest competitor.
It is also disconcerting to discover that the 
surprisingly low, minimally configured hardware 
price of these desktop computers is likely to be just 
a fraction—sometimes a terrifyingly small 
fraction—of any realistically determined total 
system cost. We will return to the issue of system 
cost in a moment.
Granted computers have limitations. What is it 
that makes them so versatile? The key to their 
potential lies in a very simple fact. These machines 
are able to replicate or imitate ingenuity. In much 
the same way that a phonograph can replicate a 
musical performance and make it more accessible, 
a computer can replicate a clever approach to 
accomplishing some task. Furthermore the com 
puter clearly outdoes the phonograph. While the 
phonograph requires the same amount of time for 
the replication as was allotted to the original 
performance, the computer is usually able to take a 
human performance and, while maintaining its 
cleverness, speed it up by a factor of ten, or one 
hundred, or one thousand.
It is important to remember that the " in  
telligence”  of a computer is derivative, in the sense 
that the source of that intelligence is—almost 
always—a human being. After all, a computer 
without some form of human input is no more than 
an inert collection of circuitry. We should not 
conclude, however, that a computer is incapable of 
building upon, literally going beyond, the in 
telligence with which it was endowed. Given an 
appropriate set of conditions, computers have 
been known to generate novel solutions to a 
problem, solutions unforeseen by their human 
"masters.”  But such phenomena, fascinating 
though they are, are more likely to occur in a 
research laboratory than in an office. In a small 
business environment the computer is likely to be 
used in a more prosaic fashion. It is nearly always 
assigned the role of mimicking, over and over 
again, a human's step-by-step approach to the 
accomplishment of some task. In essence, the
computer takes advantage of someone else's 
cleverness.
Now the bad news: you mean I can't just 
plug it in?
As so often happens, the good news is also bad 
news. If a computer can replicate ingenuity, it must 
first find, or be given, ingenuity to replicate. 
Furthermore, this ingenuity must be put in a form 
that the computer can assimilate. A recent article 
captured the essence of this bad news with the title: 
"You mean I can't just plug it in?'.’ The answer, sorry 
to say, is a resounding "N o !”
Before a computer can even approach the 
capability of performing useful tasks in a small 
business environment, it must first be given access 
to someone's bright idea. In a very real sense it must 
come to grips with the issue of "the getting of 
wisdom.”  In less whimsical terms, this process is 
referred to as the acquisition of software, the 
sequence of step-by-step instructions that the 
computer must carry out.
There are a number of ways to acquire software, 
and we are about to take a look at four of them. An 
approach we will not consider is the acquisition of 
an in-house programming staff. While there may be 
instances in which the hiring of a software 
professional might be a wise decision, most small 
businesses are reluctant to make that kind of 
investment in data processing. This reluctance is 
understood by vendors, and most small business 
computers are advertised and sold under the 
implicit or explicit premise that full-time data 
processing professionals will not be needed. What, 
then, are the alternatives?
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“ Those business people who 
choose to learn a little 
programming usually end up 
feeling that the returns are well 
worth the investment/'
Alternative one: the do-it-yourself 
approach
An obvious solution to the problem of the 
computer's getting of wisdom is to bequeath to it 
one’s own wisdom. After all, there should be no 
better authority on the operation of a business than 
the proprietor of that business. Furthermore, there 
are few things in life more satisfying than watching 
a machine mimicking one’s own cleverness. 
Imitation is the sincerest form of flattery.
There is, unfortunately, a horrible awakening 
awaiting most businesspeople who, for whatever 
reasons, attempt to write their own software. In 
attempting to bestow one’s own wisdom upon the 
machine, it becomes painfully obvious that the 
chicken cannot be made to precede the egg. The 
machine, prior to the getting of wisdom, will 
appear anything but wise. The dialogue must take 
place on its terms, not yours. And it doesn’t speak 
English. Most novice programmers will swear that 
the machine, in the best tradition of a Parisian 
waiter, haughtily refuses to understand the simplest 
request. If even the most inconsequential blemish 
in one’s own ingenuity creeps into the dialogue, 
the machine will invariably leap upon it and 
magnify it out of all proportion.
Perhaps we are being too pessimistic. It is indeed 
an invitation to exasperation for a proprietor 
unversed in the ways of computers to tackle a 
complex programming task. But armed with 
modest ambitions, a sense of humor, and a lot of 
patience, anyone can get started in programming. 
For instance, calculating the return on an invest 
ment under various assumptions about true 
depreciation or appreciation is typical of the kinds 
of things most people learn to do quite rapidly.
It is fascinating to observe the stance different 
people take with regard to programming a 
computer. It seems to be a very personal thing. 
Some individuals find themselves rising to the 
challenge presented by these obstinate little
devices that refuse to speak English. Others want as 
little to do with them as possible. Time allotted to 
some self-analysis in this area is always a good idea.
Those business people who choose to learn a 
little programming usually end up feeling that the 
returns are well worth the investment. The 
immediate benefit, the acquisition of a few 
programs, is often less important than the side 
effect of becoming familiar with this device that has 
invaded the office. Individuals who find themselves 
coming to rely on the work computers can do, yet 
do not understand how they operate, tend to 
develop a vague, and sometimes not so vague, 
feeling of hostility toward these machines. The 
discomfort has something to do with feeling 
controlled by, rather than controlling, a critical 
component of the operation of one’s business. The 
discomfort is magnified if there is no on-site expert 
who can be relied on when things go amiss. Forthe 
businessperson in a small town, with only a toll- 
free number to call, the feeling can be terrifying. 
The only permanent remedy is the getting of 
understanding.
Alternative two: off-the-shelf software
Most proprietors of small businesses will not write 
their own software. They have more pressing and 
less baffling demands on their time. Furthermore, 
although they may not be completely aware of this, 
one of the major reasons they will have considered 
the purchase of a computer is their desire to 
capitalize on someone else’s ingenuity.
The least expensive way of doing this is to 
purchase off-the-shelf software. The personal 
computer magazines are full of advertisements for 
programs that do payroll, or accounting, or 
inventory. Most of these packages can be 
purchased for a hundred dollars or so. The demand 
for such software is so strong that it has given rise to 
a new cottage industry in this country.
However, there are several caveats that should be 
kept in mind when considering the off-the-shelf 
approach. The first is that much of what is offered is 
overly simplistic. An inventory program that does 
little more than track information about the 
amount on hand of each item is a far cry from an 
inventory management program that is able to 
handle item equivalence, multiple suppliers of a 
given item, seasonal factors in reorder thresholds, 
interrelationships among items in reorder 
decisions, etc. If a simple inventory tracking 
procedure will do the job, keep it simple. But often 
what appears to be a simple process turns out to be
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not so straightforward, particularly when the 
process is precisely specified in preparation for 
conversion to automated processing.
In addition, much off-the-shelf software tends to 
be "disconnected.”  In the search for software one 
finds no shortage of order entry programs, 
inventory programs, billing programs, word 
processing programs, etc. It is rarely a good idea, 
however, to base a business system on a ragtag 
collection of programs, none of which is capable of 
communicating with any other. Disconnected 
software has a way of requiring more work, not less, 
than was required in the old non-automated 
system. A well designed order processing system 
will, upon receipt of an order, check inventory data 
to make sure there is sufficient stock on hand, 
register a back-order condition if there is not, 
create a shipping document, and make a separate 
entry in the appropriate billing account. 
Furthermore, the word processing component 
should have access to all the information in the 
order entry, inventory and billing systems.
Not all off-the-shelf software is simplistic or 
disconnected. W ell though t ou t, h ighly 
sophisticated packages are available which allow 
various components to interact with each other and 
with a centrally maintained store of information. 
These packages rarely are priced in the $100 range, 
however. One must also keep in mind the 
assumption that usually underlies the off-the-shelf 
approach. That assumption is "you install.”  This 
may not be a problem with simple software 
packages. They are usually relatively easy to get up 
and running. On the other hand, the installation of 
sophisticated systems which must be configured to 
reflect the specific operating procedures of a 
business is a job requiring more than a little 
technical knowledge. In addition, the process of 
interfacing a complex software package to the 
hardware upon which it will run makes even 
greater demands on the technical competence of 
the "matchmaker.”  Getting software from off the 
shelf is no problem. Getting it running can be quite 
another matter.
Alternative three: turnkey systems
One way to avoid the problems of interfacing 
hardware and software is to purchase an integrated 
hardware-software package, called in the trade a 
"turnkey”  system. The term may suggest that at last 
we can "just plug it in,”  turn the key, and be off and 
running. In almost every case the term, to the 
extent it is interpreted literally, is a gross misnomer. 
Turnkey systems tend to be relatively complex.
integrated software packages which avoid the dis 
connectedness of much off-the-shelf software. This 
is to their credit. But you don't just plug them in. 
Existing records must be converted to computer- 
readable form. Data entry formats must be es 
tablished. Often during this conversion process 
ambiguities and inconsistencies in previous manual 
procedures begin to surface, and they must be 
resolved. The businessperson who is willing to 
undertake the task of bringing on line such a system 
without technical assistance is indeed a brave 
individual. Turning a key? The process is more like 
picking a lock—it helps to have someone around 
who has done it before.
“ Much off-the-shelf software 
tends to be 'disconnected.' ”
Once up and running, a well designed turnkey 
system, like any other well designed system, is likely 
to give very good service and make only modest 
demands on the attention of technically trained 
personnel. This is decidedly not the case during the 
system shakedown period. The process of working 
the problems out of the system can take hours or it 
can take months. With a poorly designed or poorly 
chosen system, the shakedown never ends.
Turnkey packages are usually custom tailored for 
specific business environments such as auto parts 
stores, doctors' offices, or insurance agencies. This 
is done in order to respond to the specific re 
quirements of each application and to minimize 
the need for radical on-site modification of the 
software. Some on-site adaptation is always 
necessary, however, for this allows the system to 
conform to the operating idiosyncracies of the 
business. Turnkey systems can vary widely in terms 
of their adaptability. Poorly designed ones require 
the "mountain to come to Mohammed.”  There 
seems to be an inescapable tradeoff here. Systems 
that permit little adaptation tend to be relatively 
easy to get up and running and systems that are 
flexible tend to require a lot of attention at startup 
time.
A criticism sometimes leveled against the turnkey 
approach is that it can encourage tunnel vision with 
respect to the use of data processing. The purchaser 
of the package gains a system designed to do 
certain things well, but perhaps this advantage
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comes at the cost of discouraging opportunities for 
using the computer to perform other perhaps less 
traditional types of tasks. While this may be true, 
most businesspeople are more than willing to 
sacrifice improvisation for efficient bread-and- 
butter operation. Moreover, the software that 
comes with the package does not preclude the later 
development of other applications, should the 
need or opportunity arise. Perhaps a more telling 
criticism is that a business that opts for a turnkey 
approach may be ill-prepared for change. To the 
extent that the turnkey approach encourages a 
“ black box”  view of data processing, the enterprise 
may never acquire an in-house capability to adapt 
or overhaul its system in response to the demands 
of a dynamic business environment.
Alternative four: contracting for custom 
software
Sometimes the information-handling tasks one 
wishes to automate are so unusual or site-specific 
that there appears to be no alternative to “ starting 
from scratch”  in obtaining software. In many ways 
the situation is analogous to the custom fabrication 
of an experimental mechanical device. Regardless 
of whether the end product is a success or failure, 
the process of creating it is likely to be a time 
consuming and costly undertaking.
Assuming that the needed software is beyond the 
capabilities of in-house personnel, some source of 
programming services must be located. Finding a 
competent software supplier is sometimes com 
pared to finding a good lawyer or accountant. 
Perhaps, but the process may be more like finding a 
good exorcist. Individuals with very different levels 
of background, training, and experience offer their 
services as programmers. Furthermore there is 
something mysterious about their craft. The 
situation is further confounded by the fact that 
there seem to be few yardsticks which can be used 
to measure the difficulty of a particular program 
ming task, the level of competency of a particular 
individual who offers to complete it, and the quality 
of a particular end product.
In the face of these difficulties it may be prudent 
to solicit bids only from software vendors with 
established reputations, assuming such vendors 
can be located. Such bids should probably be 
obtained in any case, because they can serve as 
benchmarks against which other proposals can be 
measured. It always helps if one can find a 
programmer who has successfully dealt with a 
problem very similar to the one at hand. There are 
occasions when finding a bright high school
“ Finding a competent software 
supplier is sometimes compared 
to finding a good lawyer or 
accountant/'
student to handle some programming task might 
work out quite well, but there are other occasions 
when such a choice is an invitation to disaster. Of 
course there can be no hard and fast rule about 
where to go for software. It is always worth 
remembering, though, that a complex task is no 
task for an entry-level programmer. Experience is a 
distinct asset in the software business.
“ Don't reinvent the wheel”  is a useful rule of 
thumb that should be remembered no matter who 
is writing the software. By checking with colleagues 
and trade associations one often finds that what 
appears to be a unique data processing problem is 
not so unique after all. It is usually preferable to 
build upon software that has already attained some 
degree of operational maturity, even if substantial 
modifications are required, than to start from 
scratch. Totally new software usually carries with it 
an expectation of an extended period of error 
discovery and elimination. If you indeed discover 
after a thorough.search that the type of wheel you 
have in mind has not yet been invented, you have 
no choice but to retain the most competent 
wheelwright you can find.
There is another way to circumvent starting from 
scratch. Information-handling skeleton programs, 
called database systems, permit very rapid im 
plementation of a wide variety of data handling and 
report generation tasks. This shortcut to 
operational software is not universally applicable, 
but in situations where it is not, a competent 
programmer should be able to explain why this is 
so. When a database system is appropriate, it should 
be used.
Using professional advice from the 
beginning
Designing or implementing software is only one of 
a number of services that a well trained data 
processing professional can provide, and restrict 
ing his or her contribution to programming is 
usually a poor idea. Given a wider portfolio this 
individual will be able to lend advice and assistance
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with regard to all phases of the automation process, 
from an initial needs analysis to the final 
operational certification of the system. The judg 
ment of the consultant can be invaluable in the 
feasibility study, in deciding to what degree manual 
information handling procedures should be 
replicated in an automated system, in the selection 
of hardware and software, in the specification of 
equitable contract provisions, in installation 
problems, and in surviving the shakedown cruise. 
Each of these tasks must be attended to in some 
fashion or another. A businessperson who ignores 
any one is likely to pay a cost for that oversight. Even 
when custom written software is not required, 
investing in the services of a trained consultant to 
oversee the introduction of data processing is 
usually money well spent.
We have now reviewed four approaches to the 
“ getting”  of software. Each differs in terms of costs 
and in terms of the demands it places upon the 
businessperson. Each has advantages and disadvan 
tages, and the alternatives are not mutually 
exclusive. Perhaps the two most critical deter 
minants of the suitability of any particular approach 
is the level of complexity and connectedness that 
is demanded of the software and the degree of 
system adaptation that is required by the business 
setting. Unconnected software, i.e. a program that 
stands alone in its operation and does not share 
data with other programs, is likely to be inexpen 
sive to obtain and easy to bring on line. However, 
such software, regardless of claims to the contrary, 
will not be able to handle most complex informa 
tion processing tasks. Generally speaking, you get 
what you pay for.
A word needs to be said about a phrase that one 
hears a lot these days. The phrase is “ user friendly 
software.”  It is sometimes proffered as the remedy 
for all the frustrations that non-technical users 
experience when they try to come to terms with a 
computer. More and more software is being 
designed to lead the user by the hand. A common 
feature of such programs is a “ menu”  format which 
presents the user with a list of all the alternatives at 
every choice point. Messages from the computer 
are designed to be self-explanatory, jargon-free, 
comforting, and occasionally humorous. Programs 
written in this fashion are a godsend to the novice 
and a delight to watch at a convention. But there is 
another side to the story.
Verbosity is rarely an unqualified virtue, even in 
computers. All those nice menus and cute 
messages that are so helpful in learning the ropes 
become an indescribable annoyance once the 
ropes are mastered. Having to navigate through an 
all-too-familiar collection of menus in a piece of 
software that must be invoked every few minutes 
will drive an experienced user to distraction. One 
can apply an interesting test for the quality of “ user 
friendly software”  by asking if there is an option to 
shut down the verbiage if the user so desires. A 
good friend knows when to be quiet.
“ The hardware purchase price is 
only the beginning.”
The issue of true system cost
Earlier we noted that a functionally complete 
desktop computer can be purchased for less than 
$2,000. Does this mean that automation is now 
available in a small business environment for less 
than $100 per month? It depends on what you want 
to do. If your expectations are modest, you might 
get by with less than that. On the other hand the 
hardware necessary to implement a multi-station, 
integrated order processing system is likely to cost 
somewhere between $10,000 and $50,000. The 
determination of how much data processing 
“ horsepower”  is needed to support a particular 
application is a very complex issue. In most business 
data processing applications the demands placed 
on the arithmetic capabilities of a computer are 
light, but heavy demands are placed upon its ability 
to store large quantities of information and retrieve 
selected components of that information efficient 
ly. The major factors that increase prices with 
regard to computer horsepower are the volume of 
information that must be stored, the inter 
connectedness of that information, the frequency 
with which the information is used, and the delay 
that can be tolerated when seeking information.
The hardware purchase price is only the begin 
ning. The cost of software will depend on who 
provides it, but it is not at all unusual for the cost of 
software to exceed the cost of hardware. 
Maintenance expenses, usually estimated at 10 
percent of system purchase price per year, must be 
added to software and hardware purchase costs.
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Next come personnel costs. Desktop computers 
may be marketed under the assumption that full 
time professional data processing people will not 
be needed, but someone has to “ look after”  the 
machine. Supplies must be ordered, printer forms 
need to be changed, disk cartridges or diskettes 
need to be inserted and removed, and their 
contents must be protected via backup procedures. 
These activities take time, and often they tend to 
co-opt the employee who is given the primary 
responsibility for the care and feeding of the 
machine.
There is another demand computers make. They 
are not able to magically assimilate information. 
The data must be entered, one keystroke at a time. 
The rate of data entry even for an experienced 
typist is-less than ten characters per second. It 
doesn't take long to discover that entering a lot of 
data takes a lot of time, and that data-intensive 
applications often require that one or more 
employees be assigned full time to feeding the 
computer.
The introduction of automation can result in 
significant savings in personnel costs, but it can just 
as easily have the opposite effect. It all depends on 
whether computer data entry is able to replace 
more cumbersome manual record keeping 
procedures. A computer can save keystrokes and 
the savings can be dramatic. It is not unusual, 
however, for a poorly thought out system to impose 
a net increase in data entry requirements and yield 
benefits insufficient to offset the added personnel 
costs. For example, the advantages of implement 
ing an automated inventory control system appear 
very attractive, and they usually are. But 
withdrawals from inventory must be recorded in 
order for the system to function. If the business is 
one in which all inventory deposits and withdrawals 
are invoiced, then inventory movement can be
tracked as shipments to customers are recorded. If, 
as in many retail operations, withdrawals are not 
recorded, some method must be devised to track 
inventory as it goes out the door. This may require 
the introduction of cash register terminals, which in 
turn may increase system costs dramatically.
There is a rule of thumb about true costs of 
business data processing. The rule holds that an 
annual data processing budget can be estimated by 
doubling the hardware purchase price. This 
relationship seems to hold over a wide range of 
data processing systems. Of course there are 
exceptions to any rule. Prospective purchasers of 
business data systems are well advised to ask for 
careful substantiation of any claim that their 
installation will be such an exception.
It should be obvious by now that in the world of 
small business data processing the “ getting of 
wisdom”  must occur at several levels. The com 
puter must acquire wisdom in the form of software, 
and that acquisition process is not a simple one. The 
prospective buyer must also acquire wisdom, at 
least sufficient wisdom to be helped rather than 
hindered by a computer system. Hindrance occurs 
much more frequently than one might imagine. An 
attorney who represents dissatisfied computer 
customers has stated that unfulfilled expectations 
represent “ a massive problem—and getting 
worse.”  Unfulfilled expectations cannot be at 
tributed to the machines themselves. Their 
capabilities are awesome. The problem invariably 
has something to .do  with a breakdown in the 
getting of wisdom. The person in business today 
can attempt to avoid getting this wisdom, but that is 
likely to be a shortsighted strategy. High 
technology is coming to Main Street and once it 
comes it is not likely to disappear. What is likely to 
disappear is the businessperson with obsolete 
information and obsolete information handling 
procedures. □
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O  nly since 1978 have Montana's certified public 
accountants been allowed to advertise. However, 
this recently gained freedom has not led to a 
pronounced level of advertising activity. Rather, 
casual observation suggests that most public 
accounting firms in the state advertise very little or 
not at all.
Why don't CPAs advertise? A recent survey 
found that while Montana CPAs agree that 
advertising can generate new business for their 
firms, it does not add prestige to the accounting 
profession. While this attitude may be due to the 
traditional reluctance of professionals to advertise, 
it might also be due to a misunderstanding of the 
role of advertising.
Advertising and the accounting profession
Since the early 1920s the accounting profession has 
almost come full circle in its formal position on 
advertising. Before 1922 accountants faced no 
advertising restrictions at all. However, in that year 
the American Institute of Accountants (later to 
become the American Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants or AICPA) followed the "examples set 
by the legal and medical professions [and] adopted 
a rule against advertising."1 The nature of this rule 
has changed over the years, but until March of 1978 
it essentially banned all solicitation or advertising. 
Specific language of this restriction can be found in 
rule 502 of AICPA Professional Standards, effective 
March 1973: "A  member shall not seek to obtain 
clients by solicitation. Advertising is a form of 
solicitation and is prohibited."
While popular with perhaps a majority in the 
accounting profession, the rule began to lose favor 
in the mid-1970s. Attorneys general in several states 
notified local professional regulatory boards 
(medical, legal, accounting, and others) that their 
restrictions on advertising were not in the public 
interest. Similar advice at the national level came 
from the U.S. Department of Justice and the Federal 
Trade Commission. The issue was resolved quite 
abruptly in 1976 by the U.S. Supreme Court's Bates 
decision, a ruling that the Arizona Bar Association's 
restrictions on advertising were unconstitutional 
because such restrictions violated the right of free 
speech.2
To prevent similar legal action against the AICPA, 
rule 502 was changed in March 1978 to read: "A
’A. Clayton Ostlund, "Advertising—In the Public Interest?," 
Journal o f Accountancy 145 (January 1978): p. 59.
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member shall not seek to obtain clients by 
advertising or other means of solicitation in a 
manner that is false, misleading or deceptive. The 
direct uninvited solicitation of a specific potential 
client is prohibited/' The rule was liberalized even 
further in March 1979 to its present wording by 
deleting the second sentence.3
Montana accounting firms are subject to rule 502 
as restated in Administrative Rules of Montana 
(ARM) 40.52.616, which became effective 
November 29,1980. ARM 40.52.616 is administered 
by the Montana Board of Public Accountants, 
which is located in the Department of Professional 
and Occupational Licensing at the Montana 
Department of Commerce in Helena. The restated 
rule is quite specific. It prohibits advertising which 
is false, fraudulent, misleading, deceptive, or 
unfair. For example, a Montana CPA may not use 
advertising featuring a testimonial which implies 
that his or her professional services are “ of 
exceptional quality." So, while advertising by CPAs 
is now allowed, there are guidelines limiting its 
scope and content.
Practice development
Practice development is defined as activities, 
policies, and strategies employed by public ac 
countants to improve customer services. Examples 
of practice development would be encouraging 
employees to participate in continuing education 
programs, distributing brochures that describe the 
firm's capabilities and personnel to clients and 
prospective clients, and publishing a newsletter to 
inform clients about matters of common interest. 
While advertising attempts to solicit new customers 
directly, practice development seeks to broaden 
and promote a firm's overall services. Practice 
development activities benefit established clients 
and presumably make the firm more attractive to 
prospective clients.
The AICPA rule adopted in 1978 also applies 
generally to certain aspects of practice develop 
ment. For example, a CPA firm's newsletter to 
established clients cannot be “ false, misleading, or 
deceptive." But, in contrast with advertising, there 
are no specific regulations that apply to practice 
development.
The survey method and sample
Based on earlier research,4 a telephone survey 
questionnaire containing seventeen attitude
3AICPA Professional Standards, Vol. 2 (New York: American 
Institute of Certified Public Accountants, 1980), pp. 4841-2.
statements and questions was developed in early 
1981. The questionnaire also contained eleven 
items measuring respondent characteristics, ac 
counting firm characteristics, and the advertising 
practices of the respondent's firm. The question 
naire was pretested on a sample of eight Montana 
CPAs and then revised to eliminate awkward and 
ambiguous wording. The pretest also improved the 
standardized script that interviewers used to 
introduce the questionnaire and to explain sections 
of questions and the potential responses.
The initial sample consisted of the names of 250 
Montana CPAs randomly selected from the Mon 
tana Society o f CPAs 1980-1981 Annual Report and 
Operating Plan. Because several of these 250 no 
longer live in Montana, the sample was reduced to 
223. Of the 223, 210 were contacted by telephone 
during June and July 1981. O f the 210, 197 (94 
percent) agreed to be interviewed.
Of the 197 respondents, 110 (56 percent) were 
engaged in public practice at the time of the survey. 
The remainder reported working as employees of 
state and local governments, corporations, and 
nonpublic accounting organizations. Of the 110 
employed in public accounting, 55 described 
themselves as the person in their firm responsible 
for making most advertising decisions. Table 1 
shows the number of years of practice of all 
responding to the survey. Table 2 shows the 
number of CPAs employed in the offices of those 
respondents in public practice.
Survey interviewers consisted of three senior 
students in the School of Business at Montana State 
University. Each had completed a course in 
marketing research and had been trained in 
telephone interviewing techniques and question 
naire administration.
Survey results
Given the historic role of advertising in public 
accounting, it would not be surprising to find 
results that indicate conservative advertising at 
titudes and practice. Survey results confirm this 
expectation but also show that some Montana 
CPAs hold a more liberal view. Thus, the results 
were analyzed in three sections: the first analysis 
includes the views of all CPAs interviewed,
4Paul N. Bloom and Stephen E. Loeb, “ If Public Accountants 
are Allowed to Advertise," MSU Business Topics 25 (Summer 
1977), pp. 57-64; John R. Darling, “ Attitudes toward 
Advertising by Accountants," Journal o f Accountancy 143 
(February 1977), pp. 48-53; Ostlund, “ Advertising,”  pp. 59- 
63; Thomas D. Wood and Donald A. Ball, “ New Rule 502and 
Effective Advertising by CPAs,”  Journal o f Accountancy 145 
(June 1978), pp. 65-70.
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including those who were no longer practicing 
accounting; the second looks at responses of 
surveyed CPAs who make advertising decisions for 
their firms; and the third specifically analyzes the 
responses of those who hold a more liberal view of 
advertising.
All CPAs. Results for all respondents appear in 
table 3. Table 3 also shows mean responses to 
attitude items that deal with advertising and 
practice development.
In general terms, the results indicate the state's 
CPAs feel advertising can generate new business. 
And they have definite feelings about advertising 
format: accounting advertising should not mention 
fees, should not make direct comparisons among 
competing firms, and overall, should aim to inform 
rather than persuade.
There were mixed responses, but on the whole, 
Montana CPAs surveyed also seem to think 
accounting firms that advertise can gain a com 
petitive edge. A majority said advertising will make 
firms more competitive, and that the more 
competent firms will not necessarily be the more 
effective advertisers. The CPAs were skeptical, 
though, that most consumers need to know the 
information contained in accounting adver 
tisements. Nevertheless, they appear to agree the 
benefits would be worth the advertising dollar: 
nearly two-thirds disagreed with the statement that 
“ money spent on advertising will be mostly 
wasted."
Despite the strong belief that advertising will 
attract new clients, CPAs apparently have negative
Table 1 
Years of CPA Practice 
All Survey Respondents
Never practiced8 7 4
Under 5 37 19
5 to 9 68 35
10 to 14 36 19
15 to 19 14 7
20 to 29 16 8
30 to 39 13 7
40 or more 3 2
Total 194 b 100
Note: Percentages may not add to 100 due to rounding.
a_
These CPAs entered 
public accounting.
some other profession and never practiced
Three respondents did not answer this question.
feelings about advertising; a large majority in 
dicated that advertising does not increase the 
prestige of the accounting profession, nor does it 
increase the prestige of the advertised firm. And, a 
somewhat smaller proportion, but still a majority, 
said some firms will likely use deceptive advertising.
Table 2 
Number of CPAs in Office 
Respondents Employed in Public Accounting
Number of Number Percentage
CPAs In Office of Respondents o f  Total
1 15 IS
2 to  4 36 37
5 to  9 20 20
10 to  19 8 8
20 to  29 8 8
30 to  39 10 10
40 o r  more 1 1
T o ta l 98a 100
Note: Percentages may not add to 100 due to rounding.
^Twelve respondents did not answer this question.
Table 3
Attitudes Toward Advertising and Practice 
Development 
All Respondents
1 A good a c c o u n tin g  a d v e rtis e m e n t sho u ld  In fo rm ,
n o t persuade
2 A d v e r t is in g  w i l l  g e n e ra te  new b u s in e ss  fo r
a c c o u n tin g  f irm s
3 A good a c c o u n tin g  a d v e rtis e m e n t sho u ld  no t
m e n tio n  fees 
A Some e c c o u n tln g  f i r m s  w i l l  l i k e l y  use 
d e c e p tiv e  a d v e r t is in g
5 B rochures e x p la in in g  a f i r m ’ s s e rv ic e s  e re
l i k e l y  more e f f e c t iv e  th an  a d v e r t is in g
6 A f i r m ’ s n e w s le tte r  can be j u s t  as  e f f e c t iv e
as I t s  a d v e r t is in g
7  A d v e r t is in g  w i l l  make a c c o u n tin g  f i r m s  more
c o m p e tit iv e
8 H ost consum ers need to  know th e  In fo rm a tio n  in
a c c o u n tin g  a d v e rtis e m e n ts
9  More com petent a c c o u n tin g  f i r m s  w i l l  l i k e l y  be
more e f f e c t iv e  a d v e r t is e rs
10 Honey spent on  a d v e r t is in g  w i l l  be m o s t ly  w asted
11 A d v e r t is in g  w i l l  In c re a se  th e  p r e s t ig e  o f  th e
a d v e r t is e d  f i r m
12 A d v e r t is in g  w i l l  In c re a se  th e  p r e s t ig e  o f  th e
a c c o u n tin g  p ro fe s s io n
13 More money sp e n t on  a c c o u n tin g  a d v e r t is in g  w i l l
mean le s s  money sp e n t on  a c c o u n tin g  p r a c t ic e  
developm ent
1 ti Good a d v e r t is in g  by a  f i r m  can s u b s t i tu te  fo r  most 
o f  I t s  p u b l ic  s e rv ic e  a c t i v i t i e s  
15 A good a c c o u n tin g  a d v e rtis e m e n t s h o u ld  d i r e c t ly  
compare th e  a d v e r t is e d  f i r m  to  com p etin g  f irm s
Agree o r  D isag re e o r  
S t ro n g ly  S tro n g ly
















18 What poraantago o f  a f i lm 's  gross H I  Lings do you
th in k  ought to  be gpont on a d o s r t is in g t 1-6 (mean response)
17 What peroantage o f  a  f i r m 's  gross b i l l in g s  do you
th in k  ought to  bo spent on p ra o tio s  development? t . l  (mean response)
N o te : P e rce n tag e  d e ta i l  may n o t add to  100 due t o  ro u n d in g  and because 
m is c e lla n e o u s  responses were o m it te d .  Mean eq ua ls  a r i th m e t ic  ave rag e.
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Years Number Percentage
of Practice of Respondents of Total
The CPAs questioned also expressed mixed 
feelings about the benefits of advertising in relation 
to practice development techniques. A majority 
agreed that brochures explaining a firm's services, a 
common practice development tool, are likely to 
be more effective than advertising. And more than 
half said that a firm's newsletter can be just as 
effective as its advertising.
Should a firm pursue both strategies? Would an 
increased emphasis on advertising mean a firm will 
decrease its emphasis on practice development? 
Not necessarily. Over 70 percent disagreed with the 
statement that "more money spent in accounting 
advertising will mean less money spent in ac 
counting practice development."
To discover how much money a firm should 
spend on advertising and practice development, 
we asked respondents what percentage of a firm's 
gross billings should be spent in each. The emphasis 
is definitely on practice development: respondents 
said a firm should spend slightly more than four 
times as much on practice development as on 
advertising.
Advertising decisionmakers. In addition to re 
sponding to that portion of the survey shown in 
table 3, the 55 practicing CPAs who are responsible 
for making their firms' advertising decisions were 
asked to estimate their 1980 budgets for advertising 
and practice development. Table 4 presents the 
results.
Table 4 shows that much more money was spent 
on practice development than on advertising. 
About half of the advertising decisionmakers sur 
veyed reported their firms had not advertised at 
all in 1980. The rest said their firms had spent 
amounts varying from under $100 to $5,000, with 
the median amount being about $500. Practice 
development budgets were much higher. Only six 
firms reported no budgeted practice development 
in 1980. The rest had budgets ranging from less than 
$100 per year to more than $10,000. The median 
amount fell in the $1,000 to $1,999 category. If we 
apply the numbers in table 4 to the estimated 130 
CPA firms in the state, we find that in 1980 Montana 
CPA firms spent about $490,000 and $40,000 for 
practice development and advertising, respective-
ly-
These figures are especially interesting when 
compared to the consensus of all CPAs surveyed— 
that a firm should spend about four times more on 
practice development than it spends on adver 
tising. There is apparently a large gap between how 
much they think should be spent on advertising 
and how much is actually being spent.
We also asked advertising decisionmakers how 
their firms allocated their advertising budgets. 
Results indicate that firms advertise primarily in 
newspapers and telephone directory yellow pages. 
The firms also reported advertising in other media, 
ranging from announcements of services in trade 
magazines and client publications to notices in 
local school athletic event programs and high 
school yearbooks. Very few reported doing some 
radio advertising, and none reported using televi 
sion advertising.
Attitudes of these 55 CPAs did not differ 
appreciably from the attitudes of the rest of the 
sample, except for one item. The one exception 
was that this group felt CPA firms should spend 4 
percent of their gross billings on practice develop 
ment rather than 7 percent, which was the figure 
given by the rest of the sample.
These CPA advertising decisionmakers have 
been in practice longer than non-decisionmakers 
and are often partners or managers in their firms. 
Our findings show, however, that with the one 
exception noted above their attitudes regarding 
advertising are the same as those of the others 
surveyed.
Advertising “liberals.” If not the advertising 
decisionmakers, then who are the advertising 
"liberals" among Montana CPAs? To assess the re 
spondents' attitude overall toward advertising, we 
computed a "scale" score based on thirteen of the 
first fifteen items in table 1. The answers were 
scored by awarding one point if the respondent
Table 4
1980 Advertising and Practice Development 
Budgets
Respondents Who Make Advertising Decisions
---------Number of Firms---- —
Practice
Budget Amount Advertising Development
None 27 6
Under $100 9 1
$100 to $499 7 9
$500 to $999 6 5
$1,000 to $1,999 2 9
$2,000 to $4,999 4 13
$5,000 to $9,999 0 4
$10,000 or more 0 2
Total 55 in
Respondents from six firms did not answer this question.
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said he or she “ strongly agrees”  with the 
statement, two points for “ agrees,”  three for 
“ disagrees,”  and four for “ strongly disagrees.”
We added the score for each respondent's 
answer to items 2, 7, 8, 11, and 12, and then 
subtracted the score for items 3,4,5,6,9,10,13, and 
14. The respondents were then listed in order of 
their scores, from the lowest to the highest. The 
scores ranged from -19 to +3.
The advertising attitude scale divided the 
respondents into three groups. Those whose scores 
were between -19 and -11 (25 percent of the 
sample) were considered to have a “ liberal”  
attitude toward advertising. Those whose scores 
ranged from -5 to +3 (25 percent of the sample) 
were the “ conservatives.”  The rest (who scored 
between -10 and -6) were considered “ neutral”  in 
their attitude toward accounting advertising.
The “ liberal”  respondents believe that CPA 
advertisements should mention fees, that con 
sumers need to know the information contained in 
accounting advertisements, that advertising will 
make accounting firms more competitive, and that 
money spent on advertising is not wasted. They also 
believe advertising will increase the prestige of the 
accounting profession and that advertising is more 
effective than a firm's brochure or newsletter. And 
while liberals and conservatives agreed on the 
amount a firm should spend on practice develop 
ment, the liberals (not surprisingly) advocated 
spending four times more on advertising.
Who are these “ advertising liberals” ? Those who 
have practiced for a relatively shorter time: the 
“ liberals”  averaged slightly under eight years of 
practice, while the “ conservatives”  averaged more 
than fourteen years. Liberals tended to be prac 
ticing accountants while conservatives were more 
likely to be managers or partners. Both liberals and 
conservatives came from roughly the same size 
firms.
Some conclusions
This survey shows there is a gap between Montana 
CPAs' attitudes toward advertising and their actual 
advertising practices. Despite general agreement
that advertising can generate new business, Mon 
tana CPAs have not done much advertising. If the 
Montana experience is inconsistent with the 
growing national trend toward CPA advertising, it is 
consistent with a number of local conservative 
beliefs, including the attitude that advertising will 
not add to the profession's prestige. Such beliefs 
exist partly because of tradition and partly because 
of a misunderstanding of what advertising can do.
“ Those firms which begin to 
advertise sooner will be the first to 
establish an image/'
For example, survey respondents indicated that a 
firm's brochures and newsletters are more effective 
than advertising. This is probably true, but only for 
the select group that receives the brochures and 
newsletters (established clients, recommended 
potential clients, and those who solicit information 
about the firm). Advertising can effectively convey 
much the same information to a much wider 
audience. Advertising can also inform the public 
about the services available from CPAs, thus 
dispelling the notion that accountants do nothing 
but tax returns, or audits, or whatever else it is many 
people assume accountants do. Finally, advertising 
can establish a firm's public image.
Because of the national trend toward CPA 
advertising, it is fair to assume that Montana CPA 
firms will eventually follow suit. Those that begin to 
advertise sooner will be the first to establish an 
image. Being first, these firms will establish an 
image more rapidly (and less expensively) than 
those that follow. Furthermore, the innovative 
firms will also be the first to acquire management 
skills concerning advertising. All these benefits 
appear to be without much risk. □
The authors wish to express their appreciation to the School 
of Business and the Endowment and Research Foundation at 
Montana State University and to Thompson Media Produc 
tions in Bozeman for their support of this research.
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A  typical business loan usually involves three 
parties: the business seeking the loan, the lending 
institution, and an accountant. To evaluate the loan 
request, the lender almost always requires the 
business firm seeking the loan to supply financial 
statements showing its financial status and credit- 
worthiness. These statements are nearly always 
prepared by public accountants.
In effect, a business loan creates a temporary 
association of lending officer and accountant. The 
relationship is not direct, however. The two parties 
rarely meet personally to discuss the loan, and it is 
the business operator who indirectly links the two.
How effective is this procedure? Do accountants 
provide lenders with information adequate to 
evaluate the loan? Do lenders make known what 
information they need? Or is there a communica 
tion gap?
Recently a liaison group representing the 
Montana Society of Certified Public Accountants 
(MSCPA) and the state's financial community 
addressed this issue.1 Separate surveys of Montana 
CPAs and lenders revealed there is indeed a 
communication gap between the two groups. As a 
result of the surveys the liaison committee has 
made some suggestions to improve the procedures 
used when lenders and CPAs work together on 
business loans.2
Lenders
The lender survey was completed by represen 
tatives of 133 of the state's lending institutions 
(banks, savings and loans, production credit 
associations, federal land bank associations, and
Timothy Jackson is 
Research Assistant, Bureau 
of Business and Economic 
Research, School of 
Business Administration, 
University of Montana, 
Missoula.
’The liaison group first met in January 1980. It includes 
representatives of the Montana Society of Certified Public 
Accountants, the Montana Bankers Association, the Small 
Business Administration, and Robert Morris Associates (a 
national association of lending institution commercial loan 
officers).
2ln this article, "business loan" refers to loans requested by 
small businesses, which for the most part do not have staff 
accountants. This discussion does not apply to accounting 
and financing procedures used by large corporations.
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federal credit unions). The results clearly show that 
lenders are not always satisfied with financial 
information provided by CPAs in conjunction with 
business loans.
Nearly eight in ten lenders indicated they can 
differentiate between various levels of reporting 
provided by accountants (compiled, reviewed, and 
audited statements). They further indicated they 
prefer business loans to be supported by additional 
information, including projections (preferred by 86 
percent of the lenders questioned), ratio analysis 
(67 percent), information about the firm's organiza 
tion (80 percent), and details of the firm's special 
operations (64 percent) (table 1).
While the survey revealed lenders' preference 
for more audited financial reports, it also revealed 
lenders may indirectly encourage less than ade 
quate reporting. Nearly three-fourths of the 
lenders questioned indicated that in the past they 
have accepted inadequate information from a 
business (table 1). So, it appears that lenders may 
not be taking the initiative to specify to the business 
firm the type of financial information needed to 
process the loan. If specific requests are not made, 
the business may choose to supply the least costly 
(and least complete) financial reporting.
Montana lenders feel CPAs should provide more 
financial counseling to their client businesses (table 
3). Nearly eight in ten of those surveyed said that 
when working with business firms CPAs should 
provide information regarding current trends and 
the direction of the business. Lenders also said that 
CPAs should assist their client businesses with 
financial statement interpretation.
To facilitate better communication between
lenders and accountants, lenders suggested that 
clear guidelines establish that either lenders or 
CPAs recommend or require that audited financial 
statements accompany most business loan 
applications. They also indicated a willingness to 
attend workshops conducted by accountants to 
update them on accounting principles and finan 
cial statement presentation.
CPAs
The CPA survey compiled the views of 194 CPAs 
engaged in public accounting in Montana. Results 
show that CPAs also perceive a communication gap 
between lenders and accountants.
A large majority (84 percent) of CPAs surveyed 
said lenders should be more specific when 
requesting financial reports from business firms 
applying for loans (table 2). Echoing what lenders 
had said, CPAs indicated lenders tend to accept 
whatever information the client provides.
The CPAs suggested that it is the business firm's 
CPA rather than the firm's lending institution 
officer who should serve as its financial consultant. 
And the CPAs agreed with lenders that accountants 
should do more in the way of financial counseling 
for their clients. Nearly nine in ten gave this view 
(table 3).
However, while CPAs feel they should provide 
more extensive financial counseling, the reason 
they do not is probably due to what they currently 
perceive to be their primary client responsibility — 
to prepare tax returns and provide tax consultations 
and planning. Far fewer said their main respon 
sibilities also include preparing projections and 
supplying management assistance.
Table 1 
Lenders Were Asked . . .
Have you, in  th e  p a s t, accepted le s s  
than adequate f in a n c ia l statem ents  
6 * 1 0 0 1  customers 6 o r  your lo an  i i le s ?
73$ sa id  yes 
27$ sa id  no
toh a t types 6 6  supp lem enta l in io n m a tio n  
would be I ie lp 6 u l  to  you 6qr 6 in a n c ia l 
ana lyses?
80$ sa id  in fo rm a tio n  concerning the f irm 's  
business o rg a n iza tio n  
67$ sa id  r a t io  a n a lys is  
86$ sa id  p ro je c tio n s  
6h% sa id  d e ta i ls  o f  s p e c if ic  areas o f  a 
f ir m 's  ope ra tio n
Who shou ld be re s p o n s ib le  ion. re q u ir in g  
CPA a u d its  when a c l ie n t  a p p lie s  6 o r  
bank iin a n c in g ?
59$ sa id  lenders should re q u ire  aud ited  
statem ents o r  re fu se  to  accept 
unaudited statem ents
50$ sa id  CPAs should recommend th a t a l l
business f irm  c l ie n ts  supp ly aud ited  
statem ents to  lenders
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Table 2 
CPAs Were Asked . . .
Vo lenders in  youA oaqj x noJimally Jie.qu.eAt 
a sp e c ific  q u a lity  hinancial statement 
oj l  do they tend to  accept what the 
boJiAoweA. b/Ungs them?
19% s a id  te n d e rs  make s p e c i f ic  re q u e s ts  
81% s a id  le n d e rs  " ta k e  w hat th e y  can g e t"
Not surprisingly, only a small proportion of the 
CPAs said they consistently included projections 
(20 percent reported doing so), ratio analysis (29 
percent), and information concerning business 
organization (26 percent) in their client firms' 
financial reports. Half said they do routinely 
include details of a firm's specific areas of opera 
tion.
The final question in the CPA questionnaire 
asked for suggestions to improve communication 
between CPAs and lenders. As lenders indicated in 
response to a similar question, CPAs said joint 
seminars and workshops would help significantly.
Recommendations
Based on this study's findings, the CPA-lender 
liaison committee has outlined an information 
checklist brochure for use by CPAs and lenders 
when dealing with business firms applying for 
loans. The committee has also recommended that 
the three parties—lender, accountant, and apply 
ing firm—meet together at the beginning of the 
loan application process to discuss the loan 
amount, financial statements or other reports 
required to process the loan, and time and costs 
involved in supplying the information. Another 
recommendation is a final meeting between 
accountant, lender, and business firm, to review 
the financial material prepared for the loan applica 
tion.
The survey results also suggest other changes.
Both lenders and CPAs agree that accountants 
should act as their client firms' financial counselor. 
To do so means CPAs must assume a more direct 
role as the financial counselor. New requirements 
mandated continuing professional education as of 
July 1,1981 for Montana CPAs. CPAs thus have an 
additional incentive to attend workshops and 
seminars which could enhance their financial 
counseling skills.
Joint seminars for lenders and CPAs are also 
indicated by the survey results. Such meetings, not 
necessarily of a continuing education nature, 
would provide the opportunity for questions and 
discussion. Each group could use the meetings to 
acquaint the other with its profession's standard 
procedures, and to provide updates of changing 
procedures.
Montana lenders and CPAs have long had an 
indirect relationship while working with client 
businesses. This study and these recommendations 
may mark the start of a new working relationship. □
Table 3
Lenders and CPAs Were Asked . . .
Should CPAs be doing mone f in a n c ia l  
counseling {ojl theiA business hinm 
c l ie n ts , aAe th e y  doing enough now, 
should th e y  do le s s , o>i what?
78% of lenders said CPAs should do 
more financial counseling
8 7 % of CPAs said CPAs should do more 
financial counseling
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What 6uppZementaZ information do you 26% s a id  in fo rm a t io n  re g a rd in g  th e  f i r m 's
conAiitzntZy provide, ion your cZient6? b u s in e ss  o r g a n iz a t io n
29% s a id  r a t i o  a n a ly s is
20% s a id  p r o je c t io n s
50% s a id  d e ta i l  o f  s p e c i f ic  a re a s  o f  a 
f i r m 's  o p e ra t io n s
Vo you fe.eZ ZzndeAA bhouZd be more. 8*»% s a id  yes
ipe.ei.fic. and raquz it highest quaZity . ,
finandaZ information? « s a i no
The Unemployment Rate
JAMES T. SYLVESTER
The  unemployment rate is used frequently to 
illustrate economic conditions. During a recession 
we hear even more about unemployment. This is 
hardly surprising since more workers are un 
employed during economic hard times. With all the 
talk of unemployment, though, there is frequent 
confusion regarding what the unemployment rate 
actually shows. We thought it would be helpful to 
use this issue's Economists' Notebook to explain 
more about it.
What is the “ official”  unemployment rate?
The unemployment rate is compiled by the U.S. 
Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics. It 
measures unemployment as a percentage of the 
civilian labor force. It is available for the United 
States as a whole, for individual states, for labor 
markets, and for counties. In addition, the un 
employment rate is available for large cities (none 
in Montana).
Who is unemployed? The count of unemployed 
persons is not restricted only to those who are 
drawing unemployment benefits. A person is 
considered unemployed if he or she is sixteen years 
of age or over, does not have a job, and is actively 
seeking work. The official total of unemployed 
persons does not include “ discouraged workers," 
that is, persons without jobs who have given up 
looking for work.
Who is employed? A person is counted as 
employed if he or she is sixteen years of age or over 
and has a job, either full-time or part-time. For 
example, a person is counted as employed if he 
works “ for pay or profit" only one hour during the
week for which the unemployment rate is being 
determined, even if he is looking for additional 
work. An unpaid family worker working more than 
fifteen hours at a family business is counted as 
employed. Also counted as employed are persons 
who are involved in labor disputes or who are 
absent from work due to illness, vacation, weather 
conditions, or other personal reasons.
The civilian labor force. Together, the un 
employed and employed make up the civilian labor 
force; that is, the civilian labor force consists of all 
persons sixteen years or older who are currently 
working, or actively seeking work. Persons in 
school who are not employed, those in the military, 
housewives, and discouraged workers are not 
included in the civilian labor force.
How is the unemployment rate computed?
The unemployment rate is computed using 
statistical methods established by the Bureau of 
Labor Statistics. An in-depth discussion of these 
methods is beyond the scope of this article. In 
general, the unemployment rate is computed using 
administrative records such as unemployment 
insurance registrations and the Current Population 
Survey, a monthly survey of 800 to 1,000 Montanans 
which is conducted by the Bureau of the Census. 
The statistical basis of the unemployment rate can 
lead to some errors when figuring county un 
employment rates, especially for sparsely pop 
ulated counties, and Montana has many of these. 
People who use these figures should be aware that 
there is room for considerable error.
How is the unemployment rate used?
The unemployment rate is used in two important 
ways: as an indicator of general economic con 
ditions and as a hardship index.
The unemployment rate is most often used as an 
indicator of economic conditions. Ups and downs 
in the unemployment rate have been found to 
closely follow fluctuations in the overall economy.
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The second use of the unemployment rate is as a 
hardship index. It is assumed that an unemployed 
person is a hardship case. Because of this, the 
unemployment rate has often been used by 
Congress as a “ trigger mechanism”  for allocation of 
special federal programs. Examples of such 
programs are those administered under the 
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act 
(CETA), the Public Works Employment Act, and the 
Public Works and Economic Development Act. 
Most experts argue that the unemployment rate 
was not designed as a hardship index and that in 
general it should not be used as such.
Why is the unemployment rate criticized?
Most criticism of the unemployment rate centers 
around how unemployment is defined and 
changes in the composition of the labor force in 
recent years. Those changes have influenced 
unemployment rates.
Many analysts are concerned that involuntary 
part-time workers and underemployed persons 
(people who cannot find jobs to fit their skills) are 
included in the employed population, while 
discouraged workers who have given up looking 
for work are excluded. It has been suggested that 
using these definitions understates the employ 
ment rate.
On the other hand, the labor force currently 
contains more young people and women than ever 
before. These groups have historically reported
higher unemployment rates than the traditional 
older male jobholders. Another change in the labor 
force composition is the larger number of two- 
earner families. Some labor market analysts believe 
that unemployment among youths and second 
earners in a family is not as serious a problem as 
unemployment among household heads. Since 
these population groups make up a proportion 
ately large segment of the labor force at the present 
time, some analysts argue that the unemployment 
rate is overstated.
Because of these criticisms, special unemploy 
ment rates are computed nationally in addition to 
the official unemployment rate. The special rates 
address many of the problems associated with the 
official unemployment rate. Because of the diver 
sity of these special unemployment rates some 
analysts have suggested using a more widely based 
statistic as a general measure of the employment 
situation.
The employment population ratio may be a 
better standard to use as an economic indicator. It is 
computed by dividing the total number of 
employed persons by the total population aged 
sixteen years and older. Compared with the 
unemployment rate, this ratio is less sensitive to 
changes in the composition of the labor force. □
Jim Sylvester is Research Assistant, Bureau of Business and 
Economic Research, School of Business Administration, 
University of Montana, Missoula.
Figure 1 
Unemployment Rate 
Montana and the United States 
1980-82
Source: Montana Department of Labor and Industry, Employment Security Division.
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